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ABSTRACT
The Samsrksnd EAS array was used to measure the
•mean and individual lateral distribution functions
(LDF)of EAS Cerenkov light. In the interval of d_s-tances r = 20-150 m, the fuuctiou_ are approxlma ea
to take the form q(r)ooexp(b.r/10_). The analysis
of the individual parameters b has shown that the
mean depth of EAS maximum end the variance of the
depth distribution of maxima of EAS with energies
of _2xI015 eV can properly be described in terms
of Kaidalov-Martirosyan quark-gluon string model
(QGSM) +
The Samarksnd EAS array has been described in detail
in /I/. The present work uses the experimental data ob-
tained in 1983 when the EAS array consisted of 13 Csren-
., key light detectors, each of which included from 7 to 10
FEU-49 photomultiplier tubes, arranged at distances of
15-120 m from the array center and 18 scintillators of
" 0.5-2 m2 area each arranged at distances of 15-60 m from
the array center. The showers were selected on the basis
. of their Cerenkov light. The events were selected for the
analysis in which _ _ 30° and the Cerenkov light flux
density q>_ 8 photon/cm 2.eV in 6 detectors located at 60m
• and q _ 5 photon/ca 2 eV in 3 detectors at 120 m.
The EAS axis positions and sizes were inferred from
the scintillator data. The shower energy was derived from
the Cerenkov light flux density at a 100-m distance from
EAS axis. The analysis were made for the showers whose
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19850027706 2020-03-20T17:05:42+00:00Z
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axes fell within a 60-m radius circles and the selection
probability was > 90%.
During 45 hours of the _rray operations, 500 showers
satisfying the above requirements were selected. The shower
energies were from 1015 to 1016 eV.
Fig. I shows the mean LDF for Eo= 3xi015 eV. Fig. 2
exemplifies the individual LDF of Cerenkov light.
The LDF st small distances was proposed in /2,3/ to
describe by the function of the form(e /,,o (1)
We used this approximation with one parameter b to describe
the mean and individual LDF. From Figs I and 2 it is seen
that the approximation (1) can properly deHcribe the expe-
rimental functions at distances of 20-150 m from E&S axis.
The Samarkand EAS array permits from 8 to 12 dots to
be obtained in an individual shower at the above mentioned
distances. In such a way, individual parameter b was found
in each of 500 showers.
The results were interpreted quantitatively by mathe-
matical simulation of experimental data. The EAS axis posi-
tion end direction, energy, and depth of maximum w_re simu-
lated as main parameters. The rest parameters, _amely,EAS
size Ne , the LDF parameters of Cerenkov light and charged
particles, and densities in individual detectors, were
treated as functions of the main parameters. The calcula-
tions allowed for the errors in measuring the angles and
b
the flux densities of Cerenkov light and charged partic-
les. The relationship of LDF to EAS maximum depth was ta-
ken from the calculations made in terms of the supracriti-
csl pomeron model described in detail in /4/. The parame-
ter of. the maximum depth distribution were taken from
w
the calculations made in terms of the same model for mixed
chemical composition of primary cosmic rays (40% of p and
15% of nuclei with A= 4,15,31, and 56 each):
X--,_= 504 + 75 (IgEo - 15) g/cm 2
a5 g/om2
.J
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640 artificial showers were simulated. The simulation has
shown that the accuracy of determining b in individual ca-
ses is_b : 18.
To make sure that the LDF form reflects the depth of
the maximum of an indivldual shower, we examined the corre-
lation of the parameter b with the independent parameter,
the particle number-to-energy ratio, which must also be
sensitive to the depth of EAS maximum. Fig. 3 shows the
experimental dots of the dependence b on lg(Ne/EO)o The
correlation coefficient is 0.55+0.03. The curve in the fi-
gure is the regression line:
Pig. 4 shows the b distribution of individual showers
with Eo = 2xi015 eV. In the distribution, b = 154+2 and
_/_) =35_I. The dashed line is the distribution obtain-
ed by simulating experimental data. In the distribution,
b = 154+2 and _(b)=33+1. The experimental data coincide
in practice with the calculation results for the above
mentioned parameters of the maximum,depth distribution.
To test the sensitivity of the b distribution to the
fluctuations of the maximum depth, the experimental data
were repeatedly simulated at _X_ - 65 6/cm2, but at
the same shape of the cascade curve. In this case _ (b)=
=26+I, i.e. is much different from the experimental value.
It should be noted in conclusion that the procedure
- of finding Xmax from LDF of Cerenkov light is in principle
dependent on the model determining the cascade curve shape
in the lower atmosphere.
i
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